
Roman Way First School

Post Ofsted Parents’ Meeting

Wednesday 12th February 2020



Welcome and Introductions

• Chair of Governors, Barbara Wood.

• Senior Leaders, Holly Adams, Neil Johnson.

• School Improvement Advisor, Gareth Morgan.

• School Improvement Lead, Nikki Jones.



The Purpose of the Meeting is to:

• discuss the recent Ofsted inspection;

• answer parents’ and carers’ questions received 
since the parent letter was sent on Monday 3rd

February;

• share actions that have been taken already;

• share how parents will be kept informed of what 
is happening and how the school is improving;

• explain government expectations for a school in 
special measures.



The Ofsted Inspection

• On December 10th and 11th the school was 
inspected by an Ofsted inspection team as part 
of the re-inspection cycle under the new 
inspection framework. 

• The school was judged to require Special 
Measures which means that the quality of 
education was judged to be inadequate and that 
the leadership lacks the capacity to improve.



Questions from parents

• Thank you for attending and for raising questions.

• To make sure that we cover the questions in the 
time available they will be answered in the following 
slides. Some questions have been combined as 
they cover the same or similar issues.

• At the end of the session we will be available if you 
wish to speak to us individually as we will not be 
taking questions during the session.



Strengths
 Pupils are happy and enjoy coming to school. They enjoy the clubs the school 

offers, such as gardening and art clubs. Pupils enjoy singing and performing in 
school and in the wider community. 

 Pupils say that they feel safe. Some pupils said that they had been bullied in the 
school, but were confident that staff helped them to sort this out. Their behaviour 
on the playground and around school is generally respectful and caring. 

 Children in the early years are making gains in their learning appropriate for their 
age. Children play and learn alongside each other, sharing resources when 
completing activities. The early years leader has a clear understanding of the 
strengths and weaknesses in the early years. 

 Pupils are aware of British values and can talk about the main values of respect 
and trust. The personal, social and emotional education curriculum helps them to 
develop a better understanding of relationships and how to keep healthy. 

 The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.



What does the school need to do to improve?

1) Leaders are not doing enough to tackle the weaknesses in the quality of 
education. The sequencing of the curriculum is not well developed. There are no 
clear plans in place that identify the skills and knowledge pupils need to learn in a 
range of subjects, including mathematics. As a result, pupils are not making the 
necessary gains in their learning. Most pupils are falling behind or have gaps in 
their learning. Leaders need to review the curriculum so that it covers the skills and 
knowledge expected from the national curriculum. They need to ensure that the 
curriculum is well planned and taught so that more pupils across the school reach 
age-related expectations.

2) Teachers do not have high enough expectations of pupils. This is because they 
do not have a good enough understanding of what pupils can and cannot do. 
Teachers need to develop their use of assessment so that pupils are given the right 
level of work that is challenging across a range of subjects.



What does the school need to do to improve? 
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3) The teaching of reading is weak, and outcomes in phonics have declined. Not 
enough pupils are developing the key skills they need to learn to read.  Teachers 
lack the necessary subject knowledge. Leaders need to ensure that staff are well 
trained in how to teach pupils to read and deliver good-quality phonics lessons. 
There needs to be a clear understanding of what pupils need to know and be able 
to do in reading by the end of each year group. Teachers need to ensure that pupils 
take home reading books that are matched to the sounds they know. This should 
support their reading and help them to understand the content of the books.

4) Gaps in the writing curriculum mean that teachers do not teach pupils to write 
for different purposes. Leaders need to ensure that there is a clear structure to 
writing across the school. This structure needs to teach the pupils how to write well 
for different purposes. Too many pupils repeat mistakes in their writing. This is 
because the pupils are not given the opportunity to redraft their work and build on 
previous knowledge. Teachers need to identify how pupils can improve their writing 
and help pupils to achieve this. 



Priorities for improvement Summary

1. Leaders must ensure that the curriculum is well planned 
and taught so that more pupils across the school reach 
age-related expectations.

2. Teachers need to use assessment effectively so that they 
plan work at an appropriate level for pupils to make good 
progress. 

3. The teaching of early reading needs to improve through 
implementing a good-quality phonics programme.

4. Leaders must implement a coherent and effective 
curriculum for the teaching of writing so that teachers are 
able to support children’s writing effectively.



Leaders must ensure that the curriculum is well planned 
and taught so that more pupils across the school reach 

age-related expectations.
What we have done already:

• The curriculum for early reading has been revised

• Subject leaders have been established for all curriculum areas

• Staff have started compiling skills progression documents in all subjects

• A new PSHE scheme is being implemented

• The maths curriculum has been revised and implementation is underway

• We have liaised with our local Middle School to ensure our maths curriculum 
prepares children for year 5.

What else are we going to do:

• Undertake an external review of leadership

• Put in place an effective system for school self-evaluation

• To design, implement and publish (on our website), a revision of our school 
curriculum.

• Additional support and training for leaders from external sources.

Priority 1



Teachers need to use assessment effectively so that they 
plan work at an appropriate level for pupils to make good 

progress. 

What we have done already:

• New whole-school tracking system introduced to allow us to track pupil attainment 
and progress effectively

• Staff are assessing using the new tracking system

What else are we going to do:

• Look at good practice in other schools using the same tracking system to make 
our usage effective

• Provide staff training on effective assessment and planning

• Develop strong professional working relationships with other schools to allow us to 
moderate our assessments to ensure their accuracy

• To ensure that pupil progress meetings are held regularly to identify pupil needs

• Monitoring of teacher assessments and the work that teachers plan for children  
will be regular and rigorous

Priority 2



The teaching of early reading needs to improve through 
implementing a good-quality phonics programme.

What we have done already:
• A new leader for phonics has been appointed and has monitored phonic teaching thoroughly.

• Whole-school phonics training has been carried out for all teachers and support staff

• Daily phonics sessions have been increased to 20 minutes . Additional daily session are also in 
place to ensure that children catch up quickly

• Phonic interventions have been introduced into key stage 2

• Leaders have audited all current reading books to ensure that they match the sounds that pupils 
are learning

• Leaders have audited the books within school and identified further books needed

• Half-termly phonic assessments and tracking procedures have been put in place.

• Monitoring schedule introduced

• Weaker readers read with an adult at school three times a week and all children are heard weekly.

What else are we going to do:
• Embed activities throughout the school to further develop our pupils’ love of reading.

• External review of the impact that changes have made.

• Regularly monitor the books children take home to ensure that they match the sounds they know.

• Review the school policies for home reading

Priority 3



Leaders must implement a coherent and effective 
curriculum for the teaching of writing so that teachers 

are able to support children’s writing effectively.

What we have done already:

• A new English lead was  appointed in January 2020

• We have introduced ‘The Power of Reading’ which is a scheme to raise 
engagement in reading and writing.

What else are we going to do:

• To formulate a coherently sequenced writing curriculum and implement and embed 
across all classes

• Review school handwriting policy to improve presentation in books

• Work alongside other schools to share good practice

• Ensure that our curriculum provides exciting, purposeful opportunities for our pupils 
to develop and show off their writing skills

• Staff training in delivering the writing curriculum we design

• Regularly monitor the changes we put in place to improve writing and their 
effectiveness with half termly writing assessments.

Priority 4



Leadership
• There have been significant changes in leadership structure 

since the end of the last school year. Two assistant head 
teachers are new to post following the sudden loss of our deputy 
head teacher. 

• Miss Scarborough has been absent since 14.1.2020. 

• The Local Authority have brokered two days (per week) support 
for Roman Way from Endeavour Schools’ Trust to support both 
teachers and leaders.

• The Local Authority will also be liaising with other local trusts to 
broker further support for the school

• External review of Pupil Premium will take place. 



Governance
• For the time being the current governing board remain in 

place.

• There will be a full external review of governance. 

• A skills audit will be undertaken.

• Support and training will be put in place which may require 
changes to be made and new governors to be elected or put 
in place by the Local Authority.



Becoming a Sponsored Academy

• As the school has been judged as 
requiring Special Measures, has an 
academy order placed upon it. This means 
that the school is required to become a 
sponsored academy.

• The Regional School Commissioner 
(RSC) identifies a suitable sponsor. 

• It is too early to give a timeline for the 
school’s conversion to academy status.



Worcestershire Local Authority (LA)

• Through the school improvement team with involvement and 
oversight of the Director for Education and Early Help, the LA 
will work closely with the school and provide external support 
as is necessary. 

• A statement of action is being  written and when agreed it is an 
effective set of actions for improvement it will be sent to Ofsted 
for approval. 

• This sets out the key steps the school needs to take for 
improvement, how this will be done and the difference it will 
make for children in the school.

• The report has to be approved by the Ofsted Lead Inspector of 
schools for this area .



Keeping parents informed

Parents will be kept up to date through:

- day-to-day contact with staff in school; 

- parents are welcome to arrange meetings 
with school leaders;

- school newsletters and website;

- regular post OFSTED update meetings for 
parents.



Our commitment to your children

Our fundamental aims are that all our 
pupils will, with respect and consideration 

for others in our community, develop 
lively enquiring minds and the knowledge 

and skills which will allow them their 
rightful opportunities in future life. We 

have high expectations of staff and pupils, 
and our aim is that every child achieves 

the highest possible standards.


